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ABSTRACT: Current status of the CORD-2 package is described. Results of the
predictions of some important reactor core parameters are presented for the 12th

operation cycle of the Krsko NPP. Comparison with measurements is made to
illustrate that the accuracy of the calculations is acceptable. Some comments are
made on the enhancements, which are currently being implemented on the package.

1. Introduction
The Kr§ko Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) has a pressurized water reactor, designed by
Westinghouse. Recently it has completed its twelfth cycle of operation. In the past
few years the reactor core design after each refuelling was provided by the fuel
vendor. However, an independent design verification was performed at the "Jozef
Stefan" Institute (US) to ensure safe and reliable operation within the limits of the
technical specifications.

Design calculations at US are performed with the CORD-2 package/1/ which uses
the WIMS-D/4 code/2/ for lattice cell calculations and the GNOMER code/3/ for
calculating the power distribution within fuel assemblies, assembly-homogenized cross
sections, whole core multiplication factor keff and power distribution in the diffusion
approximation, using a simple thermohydraulic model to account for the feedback
effects. Global core calculations are done in three-dimensional (3D) Cartesian
geometry, taking core symmetry into account, if desired.

Individual modules of CORD-2 were validated as much as possible, but the overall
reliability of the package is asserted by continually monitoring the operational
parameters of the Kr§ko reactor core and comparing the measured values with the
predicted ones. In the present work, the comparison between measurements and
calculations for the 12th cycle of operation are given. The comparison includes
reactivity parameters and control rod worth measured during start-up physics tests
after refuelling, critical boron concentration change during burnup and assembly
power distribution at various operating conditions and burnup steps.
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2. Current status of tne U U H U - 2 package
•The CORD-2 system requires two additional physics software modules, namely the
WlMS-D code for lattice transport calculations and the GNOMER code for the
solution of the diffusion equation, correcting for thermohydraulic feedbacks. The
GNOMER code was developed at US and was to some extent tailored to the
CORD-2 system, although it is distributed as a separate package from the NEA
under the label IAEA1271.03 and also from RSIC under the label CCC-625/GNOMER.
The source was frozen in 1995.

The WIMS-D code originates from Winfrith, UK. The version WIMS-D/4 distributed
from NEA under the label NEAA0329.13 is used. The multigroup constants library is
basically the one, distributed with the code, but with some control rod materials
added. Recently, it was announced by NEA that WIMSD5A version is being tested.
Modifications to the CORD-2 package will be made for compatibility, if necessary.
Also, the WIMS-D Library Update Project is in progress through the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). When the new library is completed and validated, it
will be considered for the use with the package.

The CORD-2 package was offered to the NEA Data Bank in Paris. It is distributed
under the label IAEA1226.03 and corresponds to the version frozen in 1995. Code
maintenance is done strictly by Update commands and the UPD code /4/, which is
an emulator of the CDC Update system. The UPD code is also used for the
maintenance of other codes such as NJOY. Code maintenance through Update
commands allows to keep a concise, clear and exact record of all changes in the
source code, which is important for Quality Assurance (QA) purposes. A few minor
corrections were made to the CORD-2 and GNOMER source since the release. The
package is freely available, but must be ordered from the data centre. The updates
are available through Internet on " h t t p : / / w w w 2 . i j s . s i / ~ t r k o v / " .

3. Comparison of predictions with measurements
3.1 Control rod worth
Control rod worth was measured by the Rod-Insertion method, except for banks D
and C (in the presence of D), which were also measured by the Boron Dilution
method. The accuracy of the Rod-Insertion methods is estimated to be about 5 %.
Measurements by the Boron Dilution method are more accurate. From the past
experience it was observed, that the Rod-Insertion method systematically overpredicts
the A-bank worth and underpredicts the B-bank worth by a few percent.
Comparison of measurements, reference design and CORD-2 calculations is given in
Table 1. It can be concluded that the agreement is good and satisfies the review
criteria, which amount to 15 % difference for individual rods and 10 % for the sum.
The underprediction of the A-bank worth by CORD-2 seems somewhat large. It is
partly due to the systematic overprediction of the A-bank worth measurement and
possibly due to the error in the calculated flux distribution. Note that the assembly
radial burnup gradients are not accounted for in the calculations. They may have a
significant effect on the neutron flux distribution, particularly near the core periphery
and this is where the A-bank of control rods enters the core.
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Table 1: Difference from measurements in Control rod worth.

C.R. bank

A
B
C
D

Sum

Boron dil.

(*)
-5.2

-

Ref.design

-0.6
-7.5
-0.6
0.0
-2.6

Cord-2 Calculation
r o. l
1 "O J

-14.3
6.7
5.8
0.0
-0.5

(*) measurement not comparable

3.2 Isothermal temperature coefficient
The measured isothermal temperature coefficient at Hot-Zero-Power conditions (HZP)
agrees very well with the reference design. The CORD-2 prediction is slightly less
negative, partly due to the higher predicted critical boron concentration, but well
within the review criterion, which allows tolerance of ± 5 pcm/°C. The results are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Isothermal temperature coefficient

Measured
Ref.Design
CORD-2

-10.4
-11.4
-7.6

3.3 Critical boron concentration
At HZP conditions the measured critical boron concentration was 2072 ppm. The
reference design was 42 ppm low, but the CORD-2 prediction was 40 ppm high.
This is within the review criteria, allowing up to 50 ppm difference, and consistent
with the general trend in the CORD-2 results, which tend to overpredict the critical
boron concentration at HZP conditions by about 20 ppm.

The critical boron concentration at Hot-Full-Power (HFP) conditions as a function of
burnup in Cycle 12 of operation is shown in Figure 1. The differences from the
reference design are displayed for the measured values (labelled "FOLLOW") and
the CORD-2 prediction. From the figure it can be seen that the agreement of the
CORD-2 prediction with measurements is quite good.
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Figure 1: Critical boron concentration as a function of burnup.

3.4 Core power distribution
The first power distribution measurement was made at 30% power with the D-bank
of control rods inserted to 110 steps. This makes comparison with calculations
rather difficult, because such core conditions are not part of standard design
calculations. A new calculation was performed, but at a higher boron concentration
by about 500 ppm. The maximum difference between the calculated assembly
relative power and the measured one, relative to the core average power was about
4%. The distribution of the differences is presented in Figure 2. The South-East
quadrant is shown. The displayed differences indicate an overprediction of the power
near the core centre (where the maximum difference occurs) and an underprediction
near the core periphery. At the location of the partly inserted control rods (on the
axes, third assembly from the edge) the power is slightly underpredicted. In general,
the differences are small and can partly be attributed to the higher boron
concentration at which the calculations were done.
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Figure 2: Difference in the relative calculated power distribution: 100x(Calc.-Meas.).

4. Conclusions
The current capabilities of the CORD-2 package allow calculations of pressurized
.water type reactors, whigh are of sufficient accuracy for design purposes. The
package offers the flexibility to model the special features of advanced fuel designs,
such as Integral Fuel Burnable Absorbers (IFBA), axial blankets, etc. The capability
of the package was demonstrated by comparison of the integral parameters,
predicted by CORD-2 and the measured values on the Kr§ko NPP during its 12th

cycle of operation.
Enhancements of the package are in progress. A significant improvement in the

accuracy is expected from the explicit treatment of the radial burnup gradients within
fuel assemblies. Also, the availability of an updated multigroup constants library for
WIMS will contribute to the reliability of the calculations for highly burnt fuel, for
which the current library is known to be less accurate.
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